Consumer behavior plays a very important role in economics and targeted marketing. However, understanding economic consumer behavior is quite challenging, such as nding credible and reliable information on product pro tability. Di erent from frequent pa ern mining, utility-oriented mining integrates utility theory and data mining. Utility mining is a useful tool for understanding economic consumer behavior. Traditional algorithms for mining high-utility pa erns (HUPs) applies a single/uniform minimum high-utility threshold (minutil) to obtain the set of HUPs, but in some real-life circumstances, some speci c products may bring lower utilities compared with others, but their pro t may o er some vital information. However, if minutil is set high, the pa erns with low minutil are missed; if minutil is set low, the number of pa erns becomes unmanageable. In this paper, an e cient one-phase utility-oriented pa ern mining algorithm, called HIMU, is proposed for mining HUPs with varied item-speci c minimum utility. A novel tree structure called a multiple item utility set-enumeration tree (MIU-tree), the global sorted and the conditional downward closure properties are introduced in HIMU. In addition, we extended the compact utility-list structure to keep the necessary information, and thus this one-phase HIMU model greatly reduces the computational costs and memory requirements. Moreover, two pruning strategies are then extended to enhance the performance. We conducted extensive experiments in several synthetic and real-world datasets; the results indicates that the designed one-phase HIMU algorithm can address the "rare item problem" and has be er performance than the state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of runtime, memory usage, and scalability. Furthermore, the enhanced algorithms outperform the non-optimized HIMU approach.
INTRODUCTION
Consumer behavior is an interesting topic in the elds of economy and targeted marketing. However, understanding economic consumer behavior is quite challenging, such as nding credible and reliable information 39:2 • W. Gan et al.
on products' pro tability. Data mining techniques can provide a powerful capability for nding the useful and meaningful information from di erent types of data [1, 2, 14, 22, 51] . For data mining, the association rule is the rule most commonly used to represent the relationships among item/sets from transactional data. Frequent pa ern mining (FPM) or association rule mining (ARM) has been extensively discussed and applied in a wide range of applications [1, 3, 8, 21, 22] . However, FPM and ARM [1, 8, 22] concern only the co-occurrence frequency of pa erns in transactional databases. Other implicit factors, such as importance, interestingness, weight, risk, and pro t, do not take into account of FPM. Additionally, each item is associated with the same signi cance in FPM; the actual signi cant item/sets cannot be easily discovered. In the market basket analytics, for example, both of two group/combination products {bread, milk} and {bread, milk, beer} are concerned as the frequent products since their frequencies are the same and greater than the minimum support threshold. If the pro t of combination products {bread, milk} is $3 and that of {bread, milk, beer} is $10, there is no doubt that {bread, milk, beer} can bring higher pro t than that of combination products {bread, milk}.
Considering consumer choice and the preferences constraint, several crucial factors for the task of commerce have been advanced (w.r.t. maximal pro t/utility): (i) rational behavior; (ii) preferences are known and measurable; (iii) inventory management; and (iv) prices. To obtain higher pro t from the products, the decision-maker should determine the most pro table products from historical records. Consequently, the utility-based pa ern mining framework called high-utility pa ern/itemset mining (HUIM) was proposed. It integrates the utility theory [33] from Microeconomics and pa ern mining [2, 22] from data mining. In general, HUIM aims to nd high pro table products/itemsets, as it concerns two factors such as unit pro t and quantity of the items. Accordingly, the utility (i.e., importance, interestingness, risk, or pro t) of each product/itemset can be prede ned based on users' priori knowledge. A product is considered to be a high-utility itemset (HUI) if its total utility in a database is greater or equal to the user-speci ed minimum utility threshold. HUIM has become a useful tool for understanding economic consumer behavior with pro table products, and many approaches have been designed [5, 7, 45, 54, 60] .
e previous works consider, however, a single minimum utility threshold to discover the complete set of HUIs. In some real-world situations, items may have hierarchy a ributes and unit-contributed utilities can be di erent, and as a result, all of these approaches do not support hierarchies. Using a single and uniform threshold to examine the utility of all item/sets in a database is inappropriate in real-life situations, since each item has di erent importance and should not be considered as the same. Using the single minimum utility threshold (minutil) implies that all pa erns bring with them similar utilities beyond minutil in the database. However, this may not be workable in practical applications. In real-world situations, each item may have di erent nature, frequency, importance, and di erent exhibition utility. It is thus di cult to carry out a fair measurement by only considering a single minimum utility threshold for all items. When minutil is set too high, the useful pa erns with low minutil are missed. When minutil is set too low, enormous pa erns are then produced. For example, Table 1 is a simple retail store's database which contains customers' shopping records, including transaction ID (TID), occur time, customer ID, and event (w.r.t. purchase product, quantity and total pro t), and so on. In this transaction data, in order to nd pro table pa erns involving those low-pro table purchased products such as food processor and cooking pan (they generate more pro ts per item), we need to set the minutil to very high (e.g., $30) . We may nd the following useful pa ern from Table 1 : {foodProcessor, cookingPan} [utility = $28] . However, this high minutil may cause the following high pro table pa erns cannot be found: {bread, milk, beer} [utility = $18] . If the minutil is set very low, some meaningless low-pro table pa erns would be found. is dilemma is called the "rare item problem" [59] . Mining frequent itemsets or association rules based on multiple minimum support thresholds have been extensively discussed, such as MSApriori [42] , CFP-Growth [24] , CFP-Growth++ [27] , REMMAR [46] , and FQSP-MMS [25] . However, all of these existing methods for support-based pa ern mining cannot be applied into the utility-based HUIM problem. Up to now, fewer works have been discussed to handle the problem of HUIM with multiple minimum utility thresholds (MMU model) . To the best of our knowledge, HUI-MMU and its improved HUI-MMU T I D algorithms [40] were the rst algorithms focusing on the topic for mining HUIs with multiple minimum utility thresholds. ose algorithms apply, however, the generate-and-test mechanism to discover the set of HUIs in a level-wise manner. More computations and memory leakage may thus occur while the transaction size is extremely high.
To enhance the e ectiveness and e ciency of HUIM, an e cient utility-based pa ern algorithm named H igh-e cient utility mining with varied I tem-speci c Minimum U tility (HIMU) is designed. An MIU-tree is also developed to enhance and improve the mining performance to discover the complete set of HUIs. Based on the developed MIU-tree and a sorted downward closure property of HUIs under multiple minimum utility thresholds, the HIMU algorithm can e ciently obtain the set of HUIs with several pruning strategies. Several improved algorithms are further developed to early prune the huge number of redundant or invalid itemsets. e major contributions of this paper are as follows:
• An e cient one-phase algorithm named H igh-e cient utility mining with varied I tem-speci c Minimum U tility (HIMU) is proposed for revealing more useful and meaningful HUIs with varied item-speci c minimum utility thresholds. HIMU is more exible and realistic than the traditional HUIM algorithms that use a single and uniform minimum utility threshold. To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst one-phase algorithm which utilizes vertical data structure to address the HIMU problem.
• A novel sorted set-enumeration tree named MIU-tree is designed to avoid the multiple database scans for discovering the set of HUIs. In addition, the utility-list structure is adopted to keep the necessary information for later mining process. Several e cient one-phase algorithms are then designed for handling the HUI-MMU problem.
• e designed global downward closure (GDC) property and the conditional downward closure (CDC) property guarantee that the global and partial anti-monotonicity can be maintained for mining the set of HUIs in the designed MIU-tree. With the two properties, HIMU can easily discover HUIs by pruning a huge number of unpromising itemsets.
• Based on the designed MIU-tree, three improved HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms are then further developed to reduce the search space by utilizing two e cient pruning strategies, which can speed up computations for discovering the set of HUIs.
• e extensive performance evaluation on synthetic and real-world datasets demonstrates the e ciency and e ectiveness of the proposed algorithms in terms of runtime, number of generated pa erns and scalability. e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is brie y reviewed in Section 2. Preliminaries and the problem statement of the addressed mining task are presented in Section 3. e proposed HIMU algorithm and three improved variants are respectively provided in Section 4 and Section 5. An experimental evaluation of the designed algorithms is provided in Section 6. Finally, conclusion and future works are drawn in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
We structure the related work around the two main elements that this paper addresses: utility-oriented pa ern mining and interesting pa ern mining with multiple/individualized thresholds.
Utility-oriented Pa ern Mining
In real-world applications, the transactional data are always associated with purchase quantities, and every individual object represents its unique importance (such as interestingness, risk, and pro t, etc.). Depending on di erent requirements in various domains and applications, the discovered knowledge can be generally classi ed as frequent itemsets or association rules [1, 8, 55, 56] , sequential pa erns [2, 51] , sequential rules [10] , high-utility pa erns [7, 54, 61? ] , and other interesting pa erns [21, 23] . Among these, utility-oriented pa ern mining (also called high-utility pa ern mining) is a useful mechanism to understand economic consumer behavior with pro table products, and it has been considered as a critical issue and has been extensively discussed in recent decade.
Yao et al. then de ned a uniform framework called utility mining to discover the pro table itemsets while considering both the purchase quantity (internal utility) and their unit pro t (external utility) of item/sets in transactional data [61] . Since the traditional support-based downward closure property of association-rule mining does not hold in HUIM, a huge number of candidates is necessary to be generated before obtaining the set of HUIs. To overcome this drawback, a transaction-weighted utilization (TWU) model was presented to keep the transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) property [45] , which can guarantee the correctness and completeness of the discovered HUIs. e incremental high-utility pa ern tree (IHUP-tree) [5] and high-utility pa ern tree (HUP-tree) [34] were then developed to mine the set of HUIs by integrating the frequent pa ern (FP)-tree structure [22] and the TWU model. Tseng et al. further proposed the UP-Growth [54] and UP-Growth+ [52] algorithms to mine the set of HUIs using the designed UP-tree structure; both UP-Growth [54] and UPGrowth+ [52] have be er results than the previous approaches. Lan et al. proposed an e cient projection-based indexing approach for mining HUIs and applied a pruning strategy to reduce the number of candidate itemsets [29] . Recently, several algorithms that mine the set of HUIs using a single phase were respectively presented, such as the HUI-Miner [44] , d2HUP [43] , HUP-Miner [28] , FHM [12] , EFIM [63] , and others [18, 50] . ese one-phase algorithms avoid the problem of generate-and-test mechanism to nd the set of HUIs, and outperform the UP-Growth [54] and UP-Growth+ [52] ; they mainly rely on the concept of remaining utility to reduce the search space and early prune the unpromising candidates.
In addition to the above e ciency issues of utility mining, there are many e ectiveness issues of utility mining have been extensively studied. Consider the dynamic data, incremental and decremental utility mining are introduced [16, 35, 57] . Consider other types of data, some algorithms of utility mining are developed to deal with uncertain data [38] , temporal data [41] , and complex data containing negative values [17, 36] . In recent years, the problem of high-utility sequential pa ern mining a racts extensive a ention and has been extensively studied, such as [6, 30, 58, 62] . e developments of other topics, e.g., top-k [53] , correlated pa ern [15, 37] , discount strategies [39] , utility occupancy [19] , privacy preserving [13] for utility-oriented pa ern mining are still in progress [18] , but all of them are designed to discover high-utility pa erns with a uniform minutil. To the best of our knowledge, the HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms [40] were the rst work focusing on utility mining with multiple minimum utility thresholds.
Frequent Pa ern Mining with Multiple Minimum Supports
In the literature, the "rare item problem" was rst identi ed while mining frequent pa erns with a single minsup threshold [59] . It is as follows: i). If minsup is set too high, we will miss those pa erns that involve rare items. ii). In order to nd the frequent pa erns that involve both frequent and rare items, we have to set low minsup. However, this may cause combinatorial explosion, producing too many frequent pa erns.
In some real-world applications, some items may have hierarchical a ributes, and their frequencies can be di erent. To address the "rare item problem" [59] in frequent pa ern mining, several approaches have been extensively studied, such as MSApriori [42] , CFP-Growth [24] , CFP-Growth++ [27] , REMMAR [46] , and FQSP-MMS [25] , among others. e rst work on the "multiple minimum supports framework" was introduced by Liu et al. [42] , and an Apriori-like [3] approach named MSApriori was introduced.
is framework allows users to specify multiple minimum support to re ect the natures of the items and their varied frequencies in the databases. Each item in MSApriori is associated with a minimum item support (MIS) value. e MSApriori algorithm su ers, however, from the same weakness as the Apriori-like approach; it generates a huge number of candidates and multiply re-scans the databases. Lee et al. then proposed a fuzzy mining algorithm to nd useful fuzzy association rules with multiple minimum supports using a maximum constraint [31] . A conditional frequent pa ern-growth (CFP-Growth) was then proposed [24] to mine frequent itemsets with multiple thresholds using the pa ern-growth method based on an MIS-tree structure and MIN (the minimum MIS value of items in the database). However, CFP-Growth performs an exhaustive search on the constructed condition tree to discover the complete set of frequent pa erns, which causes time-consuming problem. An enhanced CFP-Growth++ was then proposed to employ the least minimum support (LMS) instead of MIN to reduce the search space and improve mining performance [27] . LMS is the least value among all MIS values of frequent items. Recently, Gan et al. presented the state-of-the-art approach named FP-ME for pa ern mining with multiple minimum supports from the Set-enumeration tree (ME-tree) [20] .
Mining various types of pa erns using multiple minimum supports has been extensively studied. In bioinformatics, the relational-based multiple minimum supports association rules (REMMAR) algorithm was proposed to discover relational association rules with multiple minimum supports in microarray datasets [46] . Lee et al. also developed an approach to mine fuzzy multiple-level association rules with multiple minimum support thresholds [32] . e fuzzy quantitative sequential pa ern with multiple minimum supports (FQSP-MMS) algorithm [25] was proposed to discover fuzzy quantitative sequential pa erns (FQSPs) by considering both multiple minimum supports and adjustable membership functions to handle quantitative databases based on fuzzy-set theory.
e previous studies on frequent pa ern mining with multiple thresholds cannot, however, be directly applied to mine high-utility itemsets with multiple minimum utility thresholds since the unit pro t and the quantity of the items are both considered. e HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms [40] were rst designed to mine HUIs with multiple minimum utility thresholds in the level-wise manner, but they may cause the combinational problem and memory leakage, which are common problems of the Apriori-like mechanism [45] . It is thus a challenging issue to e ciently and e ectively mine HUIs with multiple minimum utility thresholds and will be discussed and studied as follows.
PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
According to the utility theory [47] and some de nitions of previous studies [40, 54, 61] , we have the following concepts and formulation.
Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m } be a nite set of m distinct items appearing in a quantitative transaction database D = {T 1 ,T 2 , . . . ,T n }, where each quantitative transaction T q ∈ D (1 ≤ q ≤ n) is a subset of I , and has a unique identi er called its TID. Each product/item i j in a transaction has a purchase quantity (also called internal utility) denoted q(i j ,T q ). In addition, each product/item i j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) in D has its unique user-speci ed pro t value pr (i m ) (also called external utility, which represents its importance, e.g., pro t, interest, risk.). Unit pro ts are stored in a pro t-table ptable = {pr (i 1 ), pr (i 2 ), . . . , pr (i m )}. An itemset X ⊆I with k distinct items {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k } is of length k and is referred to as a k-itemset. An itemset X is said to be contained in a transaction T q if X ⊆ T q . For an itemset X , let the notation TIDs(X) denotes the TIDs of transactions in D containing X .
A quantitative database in Table 2 is given as an example to illustrate the process of the proposed algorithm. It consists of 10 transactions and ve products/items, denoted from a to e. Note that Table 3 shows the pro t table, which de nes the unit pro t value ($) of each product/item. De nition 3.1. e minimum utility threshold of an item i j in a database D is denoted as mu(i j ). A structure called MMU-table indicates the minimum utility thresholds of each item in D, and de ned as:
Assume that the minimum utility thresholds of the ve items in the running example are de ned and shown in Table 4 , such that: MMU-table = {mu(a), mu(b), mu(c), mu(d), mu(e)} = {$56, $65, $53, $50, $70}. To avoid the "rare item problem", we consider the smallest utility threshold among items in an itemset as its minimum utility threshold, as de ned below.
De nition 3.2.
e minimum utility threshold of a k-itemset X = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k } in D is denoted as MIU (X ), and de ned as the smallest mu value for items in X, that is:
For example, MIU (a) = min{mu(a)} = 56 $, MIU (ac) = min{mu(a), mu(c)} = min{$56, $53} = $53, and MIU (ace) = min{mu(a), mu(c), mu(e)} = min{$56, $53, $70} = $53. De nition 3.3. e utility of an item i j in a transaction T q is denoted as u(i j ,T q ) and de ned as:
For example, the utility of item (b) in transaction T 3 is calculated as u(b,
De nition 3.4. e utility of an itemset X in a database D is denoted as u(X ) and de ned as:
in which u(X ,T q ) is the utility of an itemset X in a transaction T q , and de ned as:
For example, the utility of the itemset (bc) in transaction T 3 is calculated as u(bc, e transaction utility of a transaction T q is denoted tu(T q ) and de ned as:
in which j is the number of items in T q .
For example, tu( De nition 3.6.
e transaction-weighted utility of an itemset X is denoted as TW U (X ), which is the sum of all transaction utilities containing X and de ned as:
De nition 3.7. An itemset X ⊆ I is said to be a high transaction-weighted utilization itemset (HTWUI) in a database if its TWU value is no less than the minimum utility threshold [40] . To adapt this de nition for HUI-MMU, we assume that this threshold is the MIU (X ) which has been de ned in De nition 3.2. us:
For example,
De nition 3.8. An itemset X in a database D is a high-utility itemset (HUI) if and only if its utility is no less than its minimum utility threshold:
Assume that the multiple minimum utility thresholds of items are shown in Table 4 . e item (a) is not an HUI since its utility is calculated as u(a) = $48, which is less than MIU (a) = $56. However, the itemset (ad) is an HUI since its utility is calculated as u(ad) = $90, which is greater than its minimum utility value MIU (ad) = min{mu(a), mu(d)} = min{$56, $5} = $50. For the running example, the complete set of HUIs with multiple minimum utility thresholds is shown in Table 5 . 
Problem De nition: Given a transactional database D containing m items, the user-speci ed unit minimum utility threshold {mu(i 1 ), mu(i 2 ), . . . , mu(i m )} of each item is formed as an MMU-table.
e problem of highutility itemset mining with multiple minimum utility thresholds (HUIM-MMU) is to nd the complete set of the k-itemsets in which the utility of each itemset X is greater than MIU(X).
Hence, the proposed model facilitates the user to specify each item with varied item-speci c minimum utility threshold. As a result, this HUIM-MMU model can address the "rare item problem" and e ciently nd the complete set of HUIs in the database while considering multiple minimum utility thresholds rather than considering only a single minimum utility threshold. us, the problem of HUIM-MMU is quite di erent and complicated than the traditional HUIM problem.
PROPOSED HIMU ALGORITHM FOR HIGH-UTILITY ITEMSET MINING
In the past, a generate-and-test algorithm named HUI-MMU was rst proposed to mine the set of HUIs with multiple minimum utility thresholds [40] . A two-phase upper-bound model was proposed to keep the sorted downward closure (SDC) property while mining the set of HUIs under MMU. Although the upper-bound strategy was proposed in HUI-MMU, and the enhanced HUI-MMU T I D algorithm with TID-index was further designed to early prune the huge number of unpromising candidates. However, a drawback of those two approaches is that the level-wise search mechanism may easily su er from the "exponential explosion" problem especially when the MMUs are set quite low. us, a novel one-phase algorithm named HIMU is designed, which can directly mine the set of HUIs without candidate generation by spanning the developed MIU-tree with the GDC properties. Details are presented in the following section.
Search Space of HIMU
e search space of the addressed HUIM-MMU problem can be represented as a la ice structure [48] or a set-enumeration tree [49] . e complete search space of HUIM-MMU with n distinct items is calculated as 2 n -1. From Table 5 , it can be observed that the well-known downward closure property of association-rule mining and the transaction-weighted downward closure (TWDC) of traditional high-utility itemset mining property are inappropriate for the addressed HUIM-MMU. For example, an item (c) is not an HUI, but its supersets (bc), (cd), (acd), (cde), and (bcde) may consider as the HUIs. Without the anti-monotone constraint, a huge number of candidates would be generated to obtain the nal HUIs. Based on the TWDC property, the number of candidates in traditional HUIM can be considerably reduced [45] . However, it can be easily seen that the TWDC property does not hold for the addressed HUIM-MMU. For example, considering items (b), (c), (d), and (e), their minimum utility thresholds respectively are MIU (b) = $65, MIU (c) = $53, MIU (d) = $50, and MIU (e) = $70. e TWU value of the itemset (bce) is calculated as TW U (bce) = $50, which is less than the minimum high-utility values of all its subsets as MIU (a), MIU (e), and MIU (f ); the itemset (bce) is not an HTWUI. In this situation, the itemset (bcde) and its supersets would be ignored according to the TWDC property. It can be observed, however, that the TW U (bcde) = $50, which is equal to MIU (bcde) = $50.
erefore, the TWU measure does not maintain the TWDC property of HUIM-MMU. From the given results shown in Table 5 , it can be seen that itemset (bcde) is actually an HUI. It is incorrect to discard the supersets of (bce) based on the TWDC property, since (bcde) would not be generated in this situation. us, the TWDC property does not suitable for HUIM-MMU. Observation 1. In traditional HUIM, the TWDC property ensures that the set of HTWUIs contains all HUIs. However, this property does not hold in the HUIM-MMU framework, which can be proven as follows.
(1) By de nition of MIU concept, we have that
. e TWDC property of the traditional TWU model does not hold in the HUIM-MMU framework.
To address this limitation, a new sorted downward closure (SDC) property was proposed in the HUI-MMU algorithm [40] . However, HUI-MMU algorithm applies the level-wise mechanism to exploit the set of HUIS, which is time-consuming and not suitable to e ciently mine the set of HUIs. It is thus a critical issue to design a suitable data structure and e cient pruning strategies to e ciently reduce the search space and early prune the unpromising itemsets for mining the set of HUIs with varied item-speci c minimum utility thresholds.
Proposed MIU-tree and the Sorted Downward Closure Property
De nition 4.1 (Total order ≺ on items). Assume that the items in each transaction in a database are sorted according to their lexicographic order. We also assume that the total order ≺ on items is the ascending order of minimum utility thresholds of 1-itemsets.
For example in Table 2 , the ascending order of minimum utility thresholds of 1-itemsets in the running example is
; the total order ≺ on items is thus as:
De nition 4.2 (Set-enumeration tree with multiple minimum item utilities, MIU-tree).
e designed MIU-tree structure is a sorted set-enumeration tree where the total order ≺ on items is the ascending order of minimum utility thresholds of items.
De nition 4.3.
e extensions (descendant nodes) of an itemset (tree node) X can be obtained by appending an item to X such that is greater than all items already in X according to the total order ≺.
For example, an illustrated MIU-tree of the HIMU algorithm of the running example is shown in Fig. 1 . For example, a node (dc) is used as an illustrated tree node shown in Fig. 1 . e 1-extensions of node (dc) are the nodes (dca), (dcb), and (dce), and the all extension nodes (w.r.t. all its descendant nodes) of (dc) are the nodes (dca), (dcb), (dce), (dcab), (dcae), (dcbe), and (dcabe). Based on the constructed MIU-tree, the following lemmas are obtained. L 4.4. e complete search space of the HUIM-MMU problem can be represented as an MIU-tree, where the ascending order of MIU of items is adopted.
P
. According to the de nition of a set-enumeration tree [49] , the complete search space of I (where m is the number of items in I ) contains 2 m -1 pa erns if all subsets of I are enumerated. For example, the MIU-tree shown in Fig. 1 illustrates that all subsets of I = {a, b, c, d, e}, w.r.t. all the possible pa erns. us, all the supersets of the root node can be enumerated according to any order of 1-itemsets (e.g., the designed total order ≺, the lexicographic order, the descending order of support/utilities, etc.). e developed MIU-tree can thus be used to represent the search space of the designed approach. . e TWU of an itemset (bce) is calculated as TW U (bce) = $50, which is less than the minimum utility values of its subsets MIU (b), MIU (c) and MIU (e). Hence, (bce) is not a HTWUI, and thus the itemset (bcde) and its supersets would be discarded according to the TWDC property. But it can be observed that TW U (bcde) = $50, which is equal to MIU (bcde) = $50. But as shown in Table 5 , it can be seen that itemset (bcde) is actually an HUI.
It is thus incorrect to discard the supersets of (bce) based on the TWDC property since (bcde) would not be generated. erefore, if a k-itemset X k is a HTWUI (i.e., TW U (X k ) ≥ MIU (X k )), we cannot ensure that any subset X k −1 of X k is also a HTWUI (because MIU (X k −1 ) ≥ MIU (X k )). us, using this property to prune the search space may fail to discover the complete set of HUIs. To address this limitation, the Sorted Downward Closure (SDC) property was proposed in [40] . eorem 1. (Sorted downward closure property, SDC property) Assume that items in itemsets are sorted by ascending order of mu values. Given any itemset X k = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k } of length k, and another itemset
is also a HTWUI [40] . . Since X k −1 ⊆ X k , the following relationships hold:
(1) By de nition 2, we have that
Although the SDC property can guarantee the anti-monotonicity of HTWUIs, some HUIs may be discarded if the 1-itemsets of HTWUI were rst determined by the MIU (X ) values. For example, assume that an itemset X has its TWU value and is less than MIU (X ), X is not regarded as an HTWUI, and an itemset Y as any extension of X is not considered as an HTWUI either. However, if Y = {i j ∪ X }, in which ij has a lower mu value than X , Y still would be an HUI when u(Y ) ≥ MIU (i j ). If the SDC property is directly applied to produce the 1-itemsets of HTWUIs, Y will not be considered an HTWUI since X is not an HTWUI (i.e., TW U (X ) < MIU (X )). It is thus inappropriate to directly determine the 1-itemsets of HTWUIs based on the SDC property. To address this problem, the concept of least minimum utility (LMU ) was developed to guarantee the completeness of the derived HUIs with multiple minimum utility thresholds [40] .
De nition 4.5 (Least minimum utility value, LMU).
e least minimum utility value (LMU ) is de ned as the smallest value in the MMU-table, that is:
where m is the total number of items in a database.
For example, the LMU of the given example is calculated as: min{mu(a), mu(b), mu(c), mu(d), mu(e)} = min{$56, $65, $53, $50, $70} = $50.
Conditional Downward Closure Property and Global Downward Closure Property for HIMU
Based on the constructed MIU-tree, the following lemmas can be obtained. L 4.6. e MIU value of a node/pa ern in the MIU-tree is equal to that of any of its child nodes (extension nodes).
P
. Assume that X k −1 is a node representing an itemset X in the MIU-tree, and that X k is any of its child nodes (extensions). We have that
. . , i k } is sorted by ascending order of mu values, it can be proven that:
. us, the MIU value of a node in the MIU-tree is always equal to the MIU of any of its child nodes.
For example, in Fig. 1 , the MIU-tree is sorted in MIU-ascending order of 1-itemsets. e MIU of (dc) is equal to any of its extension nodes such as (dca), (dcb), (dce), (dcab), (dcae), and (dcabe), which can be calculated as MIU (dc) = min{$50, $53} = $50. From these results, it can be found that the MIU of all the extension nodes of (dc) are all the same as MIU (dc). According to MIU-tree, we have the following lemma. L 4.7. e support of a node in the MIU-tree is no less than the support of any of its child nodes (extension nodes).
. Since the Set-enumeration MIU-tree is a shared pre x tree, the relationship of the support of X k and X k −1 can be proven to be sup(X k ) ≤ sup(X k −1 ). eorem 2. (HUIs ⊆ HTWUIs) Assume that 1-itemsets having a TWU lower than LMU are discarded and that the total order ≺ is applied. We have that HUIs ⊆ HTWUIs, which indicates that if an itemset is not a HTWUI, then it is not an HUI. Moreover, none of its extensions are HTWUIs or HUIs.
(2) Since items are sorted by ascending order of mu values, TW U (
us, if X k −1 is not a HTWUI and TW U (X k −1 ) < mu(i 1 ), none of its supersets are HUIs. L 4.8. e TWU of any node in the Set-enumeration MIU-tree is no less than the sum of all the actual utilities of any one of its descendant nodes, but not the MIU of its descendant nodes.
. Let X k −1 be a node in the MIU-tree, and X k be a children (extension) of X k −1 . According to eorem 1 and Lemma 1, we can get TW U (X k −1 ) ≥ TW U (X k ) and the relationship between MIU values. us, the lemma holds. eorem 3. (Global downward closure property, GDC property) In the designed MIU-tree, if the TWU value of a tree node X is less than the LMU, X is not an HUI, and all its supersets (not only all its descendant nodes, but also the other nodes containing X ) are also not considered as HUI.
. According to Lemma 2 and eorem 2, this theorem holds.
is theorem ensures that by discarding itemsets with a TWU less than LMU , and their extensions, no HUIs are missed. us, the designed global downward closure (GDC) property and the LMU guarantee the completeness and correctness of the proposed HIMU algorithm, when pruning the search space.
Remark 1. e TWU of any node in the set-enumeration MIU-tree is greater than or equal to the sum of all the actual utilities of its descendant nodes, but the MIU of descendant nodes.
. Let X k−1 be a node in the MIU-tree, and X k be any of the children (extension nodes) of X k −1 . According to eorem 1, we can obtain TW U (X k −1 ) ≥ TW U (X k ). us, the property holds.
In the past, a structure named utility-list was proposed in the HUI-Miner algorithm to directly mine HUIs without candidate generation [44] . e utility-list structure is e cient, and we adopt this structure in the proposed HIMU algorithm to store the necessary information. e utility-list structure keeps information from transactions in memory. Each entry in the utility-list of an itemset X represents a transaction T q containing X . It consists of the corresponding TID (denoted as tid), the utility of X in T q (denoted as iu), and the remaining utility of X in T q (denoted as ru). For two item/sets X and Y , the notation X ≺ Y indicates that X precedes Y according to the total order on items (e.g., alphabetical order or TWU ascending order). As mentioned, the extension of an itemset X is that {X ∪ i}, where i is an item.
De nition 4.9. Give an itemset X and a transaction (or itemset) T such that X ⊆ T , the set of all items from T that are not in X is denoted as T \ X , and the set of all the items appearing a er X in T is denoted T /X . us,
For example, consider X = {cd} and the transaction T 4 in Table 2 ; then, T 4 \ X = {ae} and T 4 /X = {e}. De nition 4.10 (utility-list [44] ). An entry in the utility-list of an itemset X represents a transaction T q with three elds: (1) the TID of X in T q (denoted as tid, X ⊆ T q ∪ T q ∈ D), (2) the utility of X in T q (denoted as iu), and (3) the remaining utility of X in T q (denoted as ru), where iu is de ned as X .iu = i ∈X ∧X ⊆T q u(i,T q ) of each transaction T q , and ru is de ned as X .ru = i X ∧i ⊆T q ∧X ≺i u(i,T q ) of each transaction T q [44] .
Details of the construction of utility-list structures can be found in reference [44] . e utility-list of a k-itemset (k > 1) is constructed using the utility-list structures of its subsets of length k-1. Note that it is necessary to initially construct the utility-list structures of 1-itemsets with LMU instead of HTWUI1 to recursively obtain the utility-list structures of larger itemsets based on eorem 2. In the running example, LMU = $50 and the TWU value of 1- Fig. 2 . De nition 4.11. Based on the de nition of utility-list, let X.IU be the sum of the utilities of an itemset X in D, which can be de ned as
De nition 4.12. Based on the designed utility-list structure, let X.RU be the sum of the remaining utilities of an itemset X in D, which can be de ned as
e itemset (b) is used as an example to illustrate the two de nitions. e itemset (b) exists in transactions {T 3 ,T 5 ,T 6 ,T 7 }. b.IU is calculated as (12 + 36 + 24 + 36) = $108, and b.RU is calculated as (0 + 6 + 0 + 3) = $9. e itemset (be) exists in transactions {T 5 ,T 7 }; be.IU = b.IU + e.IU = (36 + 36) + (6 + 3) = $81, and be.RU = b.RU + e.RU = (6 + 3) + (0 + 0) = $9.
In the designed utility-list structure, we can e ectively avoid the multiple database scans. For example, for the itemset (b), it appears in transactions T 3 , T 5 , T 6 , and T 7 . e utility-list structure of (b) is constructed and shown in Fig. 3(a) . e accumulated utilities and remaining utilities are simultaneously calculated during the construction process of the utility-list structure of the item (b). In this example, the u(b) can be calculated as b.IU = u(b) = 12 + 36 + 24 + 36 = $108, and the remaining utility of (b) can be calculated as b.RU = 0 + 6 + 0 + 3 = $9.
e obtained information- table (I-table) of the item (b) is shown in Fig. 3(b) . Similarly, the obtained information-tables of all 1-itemsets from the given example are shown in Fig. 4 . us, we do a depth-rst search of a set enumeration tree. e traversing principle in the developed MIU-tree is stated below: Each node X in the MIU-tree consists of its utility determination. If the utility of the currently processed node X is no less than its MIU value, and the summation of X.IU and X.RU is no less than the MIU value, the extensions of the node X are required to be generated and determined; otherwise, the depth-search produce will be stopped. is procedure can be used to e ciently reduce the search space of the MIU-tree. Based on the developed MIU-tree, the actual HUIs can be directly discovered without multiple database scans. e SDC property of HUIs thus can be used as the conditional anti-monotone property to prune the unpromising child nodes with the MIU, thus speeding up the combination process of utility-list structure and reducing the search space. Based on the previous de nitions, two early pruning strategies are used to nd a more compressed search space according to the TWDC property. ese properties allow us to prune a great number of unpromising itemsets, thus signi cantly reducing the search space for mining the HUIs with varied item-speci c minimum utility thresholds. S 1. When traversing the MIU-tree using a depth-rst search, if the TWU of a node X based on its utility-list is less than the LMU, then none of the supersets of node X (note that here supersets contains not only descendant nodes of X , but also other nodes having X as subset) are HUIs.
According to eorem 2, we can observe that if the TWU of a node is less than the LMU, this node is not an HUI, as well as all its superset node. As shown in Fig. 1 , assume that the node (e) has TW U (e) < LMU , then all of the superset nodes of itemset (e) would not be regarded as an HUI because their TWU values are always no greater than the LMU. Hence, all of the nodes containing (e) are directly skipped without constructing their utility-list structures. eorem 4. (Conditional downward closure property, CDC property) emphFor any node X in the MIU-tree, the sum of X .IU and X .RU in the utility-list of X is no less than the utility of any one of its descendant nodes (extensions). us this sum is anti-monotonic and allows pruning itemsets in the MIU-tree.
. Let X k −1 be a (k-1)-itemset, and X k be a (k)-itemset that is an extension of X k −1 . Assume that X k is a children of X k −1 in the MIU-tree, meaning that X k −1 is a pre x of X k . Let the set of items in X k but not in X k−1 be denoted as (X k −X k −1 ) = (X k \X k −1 ), and the set of all the items appearing a er X k in transaction T is denoted as T /X k . For any transaction X k ⊆ T q :
us, for the addressed HUIM-MMU problem, the sum of the utilities of X k in D is no greater than (X k −1 .IU
When traversing the MIU-tree using a depth-rst search, if the sum of X.IU and X.RU in the utility-list of an itemset X is less than MIU(X), then none of the descendant nodes (extensions) of node X is an HUI since the actual utilities of these extensions will be less than MIU(X).
In the running example, assume that the node (e) has TW U (e) < LMU . en the visited nodes, pruned nodes, and the skipped nodes are respectively shown in Fig. 1(right) when applying the Strategy 1. And the Strategy 2 is used as a conditional strategy to prune all extensions of an unpromising node early.
Proposed HIMU Algorithm
As shown in the main procedure of HIMU (Algorithm 1), the proposed HIMU algorithm initially sets i.UL and D.UL as an empty set (Line 1) and calculates the LMU from MMU-table (Line 2). e database is scanned to calculate the TW U (i) value of each item i ∈ I (Line 3), and the potential 1-itemsets were found such that TW U (i) ≥ LMU (I * ⊆ HTW U I 1 ) (Line 4). A er sorting I * in the total order ≺ (ascending order of MIU value), the HIMU algorithm scans D again to construct the utility-list structure of each 1-itemset i ∈ I * , and then get the set of D.U L for all 1-itemsets (Lines 5-6). It is important to note that only the designed order ≺ can guarantee the completeness of the output results, and the reason has been noted. e utility-list structures for all 1-extensions of i ∈ I * are recursively processed by using a depth-rst search procedure HUI-Search (Line 7). Details of the HUI-Search procedure are shown in Algorithm 2. nd I * ← {i ∈ I |TW U (i) ≥ LMU }, w.r.t. HTW U I 1 ; 5 sort I * according to the designed total order ≺ (ascending order of mu values); 6 scan D to construct the utility-list i.UL of each item i ∈ I * , and put them into the set of D.U L; 7 call HUI-Search(ϕ, I * , MMU-table); 8 
return HUIs
As shown in HUI-Search procedure (cf. Algorithm 2), the necessary information w.r.t. X a .IU , X a .RU , and the MIU (X a ) values from the built structures (Line 2) are obtained. A er that, each itemset X a is determined whether it is the desired HUI (Lines 3-5). We then apply the pruning strategy 2 to further determine whether its child nodes should be processed for the later depth-rst search (Lines 6-16). If any extensions of one node is calculated as X a .IU + X a .RU ≥ MIU (X a ) (Line 6), the construction process Construct(X , X a , X b ) is then continuously executed to construct a set of utility-list structures of all 1-extensions of itemset X a (w.r.t. extensionsOfX a ) (Lines [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Note that each constructed X ab is a 1-extension of itemset X a , if the utility-list structure of it is not empty (Line 11); it should be put into the set of extensionsOfX a for executing the later depth-rst search (Line 12). e designed HUI-Search procedure is recursively performed to mine HUIs (Line 15), and it nally returns the set of HUIs (Line 18). Based on the designed MIU-tree and the spanning mechanism, the HIMU algorithm can thus directly mine the complete set of HUIs from the database without candidate generation.
PROPOSED ENHANCED HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , AND HIMU ELP ALGORITHMS
In this section, three improved algorithms, namely, the enhanced HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP approaches with early pruning strategy, are further proposed to improve the performance of the designed HIMU algorithm. As shown in the previous studies, such as FHM [12] and HUP-Miner [28] , two e ective pruning strategies called estimated utility co-occurrence pruning (EUCP) and LA-Prune (LAP) can e ectively early prune the redundant candidates for speeding up the computations. Details of the EUCP and LAP strategies are described below.
EUCP and LAP Strategies
e EUCP strategy is designed to avoid the construction of utility-list structures for unpromising pa erns since construction of the utility-list structure (a join) is an expensive operation. It has been shown that the FHM algorithm [12] outperforms the HUI-Miner algorithm in most cases. e EUCP can be used to directly eliminate a low-utility pa ern and all its transitive extensions without constructing their utility-list. Based on the HUIM-MMU framework and De nition 9, the following property can be obtained.
Property. If a 2-itemset X is not an HTWUI w.r.t. TW U (X ) ≥ MIU (X ), any k-itemset (k ≥ 3) of X will not be an HTWUI or HUI either.
Note that the set HTWUI is determined using the TW U (X ) ≥ MIU (X ) criterion, which is di erent than the criterion used in FHM [12] . Based on the modi ed EUCP strategy, a huge number of unpromising k-itemsets (k ≥ 3) can be e ciently pruned. To apply the EUCP strategy, a structure named estimated utility co-occurrence structure (EUCS) is rst built. It is a matrix that stores the TWU values of all 2-itemsets. e constructed EUCS of the running example is shown in Table 6 . Table 6 . EUCS of given example.
Based on the join operation of utility-list structure in HIMU algorithm, a superset of a non-HUI may still be an HUI; only the CDC property is guaranteed in the designed MIU-tree. us, we try to utilize the TWU value instead of the minutil value as the pruning condition when using the EUCP strategy. us, the global downward closure property can be held. eorem 2 shows that all supersets (not only the child nodes of a pre x node, but also its supersets that are not its extension's descendant nodes) cannot be HUIs if any one of their subsets is not an HTWUI according to the LMU.
S 3 (EUCP S [12])
. If the TWU of a 2-itemset X in EUCS is less than the MIU value, any superset of X will not be an HUI; it can be directly pruned.
Hence, the EUCP strategy supports a powerful capability for early pruning those unpromising k-itemsets (k ≥ 3). To perform this strategy, each 2-itemset in the EUCS is then checked to determine whether its TWU is less than the MIU of its pre x node.
Recently, a new algorithm, namely HUP-Miner, was proposed as an improvement to HUI-Miner [28] . Two new pruning strategies, PU-Prune and LA-Prune, are introduced in HUP-Miner [28] to reduce the search space for mining HUIs. e LA-Prune property can provide a tighter utility upper bound for any itemset Px containing P . It is applied in this paper when the construction process is performed on Px from Px and P . We further extend the LA-Prune strategy to the proposed HIMU algorithm. L 5.1. Given two itemsets X and Y (XY ), neither {X , Y } nor any supersets of X will be an HUI if X.IU + X.RU -X ⊆T q ∧T q ⊆D∧Y T q ((X .iu + X .ru) ≤ MIU (X )) .
S
4 (LA P S [28] ). Let X be a processed itemset (node) during the depth-rst search of the set-enumeration MIU-tree, and Y be the right sibling node of X . If the sum of X.IU + X.RU subtracts the utilities X.iu + X.ru of a set of transactions is less than MIU(X), {X , Y } is not an HUI, and any of its child nodes are not an HUI.
e construction of the utility-list structures for the children nodes of X is not necessary to perform.
Based on the two proposed pruning strategies, the designed HIMU algorithm can prune the itemsets with lower utility early without constructing the utility-list structures of their extensions. us, it can e ectively reduce both the computations of join operations and the search space from the MIU-tree.
Proposed HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP Algorithms
Based on the EUCP and LAP strategies, the proposed HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms, collectively, and the HUI-Search-EUCP procedure are described in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4, respectively. e improved HIMU EU C P algorithm is similar to the rst designed HIMU algorithm, except that the EUCS is constructed in the second database scan and the mining procedure utilizes the EUCS for deriving HUIs. Details are described below. As shown in the HUI-Search-EUCP procedure (cf. Algorithm 4), the EUCP strategy can avoid performing a huge number of join operations of utility-list structures for those unpromising k-itemsets (k ≥ 3) (Lines 7-11). Based on the constructed EUCS and the EUCP strategy, the improved HIMU EU C P algorithm can speed up the computations for mining HUIs. e improved HIMU LAP algorithm is similar to the rst designed HIMU algorithm, except for the utility-list construction procedure. It utilizes the LAP strategy to avoid constructing a huge number of utility-list structures for those unpromising itemsets. Details of the construction procedure are described below.
ALGORITHM 5: utility-list construction with LA-Prune input :P: an itemset, Px: the extension of P with an item x, P : the extension of P with an item (X ), MIU(Px): the MIU value of Px output : Pxy.UL: the utility-list of Px
Search element e ∈ P .U L such that e.tid = ex .tid.; Based on the developed HIMU EU C P and HIMU LAP algorithms, the improved HIMU ELP algorithm is a hybrid algorithm that adopts both the EUCP strategy (which is applied in HUI-Search procedure) and LAP strategy (which is applied in the utility-list construction procedure). erefore, details of the hybrid HIMU ELP algorithm are the same as shown in Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5. L 5.2. e HIMU algorithm and its enhanced versions are correct and complete for discovering the set of HUIs while considering multiple minimum utility thresholds.
P
. e HIMU algorithm rst examines the transactions in the transactional data to identify the promising items, and, at the same time, calculates the tid, iu, and ru values of each item. Next, the utility-lists of promising items are constructed. When traversing the set-enumeration MIU-tree to mine HUIs, the utility of each node is accurately evaluated using its utility-list. By Lemmas 1-5, the HIMU algorithm ensures that only unpromising itemsets are ignored, which guarantees the completeness of the discovered HUIs, and that the utility of each itemset can be accurately calculated using the utility-list structure to ensure the correctness of the obtained HUIs.
erefore, the proposed HIMU algorithm holds the correctness and completeness based on the utility-list and MIU-tree structure.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluated the performance of the proposed one-phase HIMU algorithm and its enhanced algorithms for mining high-utility itemsets with multiple minimum utility thresholds in four datasets, including di erent real-world datasets and one synthetic dataset. We implemented the well-know traditional HUIM algorithm FHM [12] (for mining HUIs with an uniform minimum utility threshold) and the state-of-the-art HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms [40] (for mining HUIs with multiple minimum utility thresholds) as the benchmarks against which the designed e cient algorithms will be measured. It is important to notice that all the traditional HUIM algorithms (e.g., HUI-Miner, FHM, d2HUP, etc.) which discover HUIs with an uniform minimum utility threshold are not suitable to be compared to evaluate the e ciency (w.r.t. execution time, memory consumption) since the addressed mining tasks are di erent. us, we use the existing HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms to evaluate the mining e ciency of the proposed several algorithms. Besides, we use the FHM algorithm to discover the high-utility itemsets using an uniform minimum utility threshold, and then to evaluate the e ectiveness of the proposed models with results of pa ern analysis.
Experimental Setup and Dataset Description
All algorithms in the experiments are implemented in the Java language and executed on a PC with an Intel Core i5-3470 processor at 3.2 GHz CPU and 4 GB of RAM, running on the 64-bit Windows 7 platform. Note that the performance of the di erent algorithms may depend on the varied characteristics of the datasets. erefore, we used not only sparse and dense datasets, but also real-world and synthetic datasets, to evaluate the e ectiveness of the proposed algorithms. Experiments are conducted on four datasets, including three real-world datasets (foodmart [9] , retail [26] , and mushroom [26] ) and one simulated dataset, T10I4D100K, which was generated by IBM est Synthetic Data Generation [4] in terms of running time, number of HUIs, and scalability. e foodmart dataset contains real utility values, while a simulation model [40, 45, 54] was developed to generate the quantities and pro t values of items in transactions for the retail, mushroom, and T10I4D100K datasets, by choosing random values in the [1, 5] and [1, 1000] intervals, respectively. e characteristics of these datasets are shown in Table 7 . e foodmart dataset is from an anonymous chain store provided by Microso SQL Server. e retail dataset includes approximately 5 months of receipts from a supermarket. e mushroom dataset has 8,124 transactions with 119 distinct items, and the lengths of average transaction and maximal transaction respectively are 23 and 23, respectively. e T10I4D100K dataset was generated by the well-known IBM est Synthetic Data Generation [4] . e source code of the FHM algorithm and the tested datasets can be downloaded from the SPMF data mining library (h p://www.philippe-fournier-viger.com/spmf/) [11] .
Furthermore, based on the method discussed in [42] to assign multiple thresholds to items in FPM, we de ned a method to automatically set the mu value of each item in our proposed framework as:
where β is a constant used to set the mu values of items as a function of their pro t values [40] . To ensure randomness and equipment diversity, β was set in the [1, 100] interval for the foodmart dataset, and set in the [1000,10000] interval for the other three datasets. e parameter GLMU is the user-speci ed global least minimum utility value, and pr (i j ) is the external utility of an item pr (i j ). Note that if β is set to zero, then a single minimum utility value GLMU will be used for all items, and this will be equivalent to traditional HUIM.
Runtime Analysis
We rst compare the runtimes of the all algorithms to evaluate their e ciency. For the conducted experiments under various GLMU, the parameter β was randomly set to be a xed number of each item. e algorithm is terminated if the execution time exceeds 10,000 s. e runtime of the compared algorithms under various GLMU with a xed β on the four datasets is shown in Fig. 5 . From Fig. 5 , it can be seen that the HIMU and three improved algorithms, including HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP , performed well compared with the HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms. Moreover, all the proposed MIU-tree-based algorithms are generally up to almost 1 or 2 orders of magnitude faster than the level-wise HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms, and HIMU ELP is always faster than the other HIMU algorithms by adopting all early pruning strategies.
is indicates that the generate-and-test approach has worse performance than the proposed set-enumeration tree-based approaches. For example, in Fig. 5(c) , the runtimes of the HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms dramatically decrease from 822 to 562 s, while those of the four proposed algorithms steadily decrease from 80 to 66 s. Because the downward closure property of Apriori is not held in HUIM algorithms, the previous HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms are necessary to overestimate the utility of candidates as the TWU upper-bound for maintaining the TWDC property. is process requires more computations, especially when numerous HTWUIs are generated, but fewer HUIs are discovered. In contrast, the proposed MIU-tree-based HIMU algorithm rst nds the 1-itemsets that are no less than the GLMU, and then, second, utilizes the developed GDC and CDC properties to e ciently prune the unpromising itemsets and to discover the HUIs without generation-and-test candidates in the level-wise manner. Moreover, the enhanced HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms adopt the EUCP and LAP strategies with early termination operations; thus, they can avoid the costly join operation for constructing the utility-list structures of those unpromising itemsets. e results for runtimes under various β with a xed GLMU for di erent datasets are shown in Fig. 6 . [1, 10] [ From Fig. 6 , it can be observed that the improved HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms also outperform the HUI-MMU, HUI-MMU T I D , and baseline HUI-MMU algorithms for the four datasets, and that HIMU ELP has the best performance among them. e reasons are the same as described for Fig. 5 . In particular, all the algorithms take less runtime to nd the HUIs when β is increased. e reason is that when β is set as a larger value, the actual minimum utility (minutil) threshold of each item is also set as a larger value based on the presented equation. erefore, fewer HUIs and HTWUIs satisfy the de ned condition in the level-wise HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms, and less execution time is required for them. Moreover, fewer pa erns are generated by the MIU-tree-based algorithms with a larger minutil, and the search space of the proposed algorithms can become more compressed than before. It is thus reasonable that both the previous level-wise approaches and the proposed algorithms consume less runtime when β is increased.
In addition, the HIMU EU C P algorithm has the slightly longer runtime than the baseline HIMU algorithm, which can be observed in Fig. 6(a) , and HIMU ELP performs slightly worse than HIMU LAP . e reason is that for the very sparse dataset, such as the foodmart dataset, many unpromising candidates can be directly pruned by the TWDC, GDC, and SDC properties. us, it is not necessary to perform the EUCP strategy to construct the EUCS for pruning the unpromising itemsets, and the LAP strategy always has a positive impact on ltering unpromising itemsets, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 under various parameters. erefore, the HIMU ELP has the best performance among all compared algorithms, and it also indicates that the EUCP strategy has no e cient results on very sparse datasets.
Pa ern Analysis
To evaluate the e ectiveness and acceptability of the designed algorithms, this section evaluates the number of HUIs that are generated under a uniform minimum utility threshold and multiple minimum utility thresholds. Note that HUIs* are generated by the traditional HUIM algorithm (such as the FHM algorithm), and HUIs are generated by the HUIM-MMU framework (such as the designed algorithms), and HTWUIs are generated by the HUI-MMU algorithm. e number of generated pa erns under various GLMUs with a xed β is shown in Table 8 . We also evaluated how β a ects the number of derived HTWUIs and HUIs, resulting in Table 9 . From Table 8 , it can be observed that the number of HUIs that are derived by the proposed algorithms under various GLMUs is always smaller than that of HUIs* whether in sparse or dense datasets. For example, in the foodmart dataset, the number of HUIs* and HUIs are 287,063 and 148,266, respectively, when the GLMU is set as 4000. is indicates that numerous HUIs* are discovered using a uniform minimum utility threshold, but few of them are selected as HUIs by considering the distinct minimum utility threshold (minutil) of each item in the datasets. In real-world applications, traditional algorithms in HUIM may easily su er from the "rare item problem"; that is, if the minutil is set too high or too low, pa erns involving items with high or low utility cannot be found. When the minutil is set too low, many meaningless pa erns may be found, and this may cause the problem of combinatorial explosion. is situation regularly happened when GLMU was set lower. For example, on the foodmart dataset in Table 8 , there are 499,063 HUIs*, but only 203,871 are considered as the HUIs when the GLMU is set as 2,000; most of the discovered HUIs* may not be interesting in making the useful decisions because most items are treated the same. is shows that the addressed HUIM-MMU can e ectively discover fewer but more useful HUIs than the traditional HUIM framework with a uniform minimum utility threshold.
As shown in Table 9 , it can be found that the number of HUIs derived by the proposed approaches decreases and is close to the number of HUIs* when β is set lower. For example, when the GLMU is set from 1,000 to 10,000 on the T10I4D100K dataset, the HUIs are changed from 38,406 to 11,213, but the number of HUIs* remains stable as 38, 930 . is is reasonable, because when β is set lower, the mu value of each item is close to the GLMU. When β is set higher, the mu value of each item is larger than the GLMU, and then the number of discovered HUIs will be lesser than that of HUIs*. It can thus be concluded that the "uniform minimum utility threshold" is a special case of the "multiple minimum utility thresholds" framework when all thresholds are set to the GLMU. Furthermore, an interesting observation is that the number of HUIs is signi cantly in uenced by the minimum utility thresholds.
e reason is that the enormous redundant pa erns can be reduced, and more meaningful and condensed pa erns can be revealed using multiple minimum utility thresholds. It also indicates that some redundant HUIs may not be available in real-world applications, and the proposed HIMU algorithms can e ectively avoid the "rare item problem". Hence, the proposed algorithms can dramatically reduce the number of redundant pa erns, thus making the task of high-utility itemset mining more realistic in real-life situations.
E ect of Pruning Strategies
We also evaluated the e ectiveness of the pruning ability of the EUCP and LAP strategies. Note that the unpruned itemsets w.r.t. the visited nodes by performing the HIMU, HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms are respectively named N 2 , N 3 , N 4 , and N 5 , respectively. In addition, we also compared the number of generated pa erns for deriving HTWUIs in the HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms, denoted N 1 . e results are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively .
From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 , it can be observed that the produced itemsets for determining HTWUIs in HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D , w.r.t. N 1 , is sometimes less than the visited nodes N 1 (N 2 > N 1 , as shown in the foodmart, retail, and T10I4D100K datasets), but is sometimes greater than N 1 [N 2 ≤ N 1 , as shown in Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 8(c)] . Moreover, the visited nodes in the proposed HIMU with di erent pruning strategies always have the following relationship as N 2 ≥ N 3 ≥ N 4 ≥ N 5 for all datasets. For example, when the GLMU and β are both set as 90,000 for the retail dataset, the necessary visited nodes of HIMU, HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP are, respectively, N 2 (= 111,463,003), N 3 (= 43,366,282), N 4 (= 23,026,436), and N 5 (= 18,416,372), as shown in Fig. 7(b) . e reason is that both the EUCP and LAP strategies prune a considerable amount of itemsets early, and thus the generation of their extensions in the proposed enhanced algorithms can be avoided. Among the ve types of pa erns, the number of N 5 is the least, which means that the hybrid method has the best pruning e ect. Moreover, it can be seen that N 2 ≥ N 3 ≥ N 1 in some cases, as shown in Fig. 7(a), Fig. 7(b) , Fig. 7(d), Fig. 8(a) , and Fig. 8(b) . It indicates that the explored space (w.r.t. the visited nodes in the set-enumeration MIU-tree) of HIMU may be very huge without any pruning strategies. It can also be observed that when the GLMU or β decreases, the gap between the number of these pa erns is increased for all datasets whether under various GLMUs with a xed β or under various β with a xed GLMU.
Memory Consumption
We took the memory measurements using the Java application programming interface (API). Note that we recorded the peak memory consumption of the compared algorithms for all datasets. e results under various GLMUs with a xed β, and under various β with a xed GLMU are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , respectively. From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , it can be clearly seen that the proposed HIMU algorithms with varied pruning strategies require less memory compared with the state-of-the-art HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms, both under various GLMUs with a xed β and under various β with a xed GLMU for the four datasets. Speci cally, the four HIMU algorithms require nearly constant memory under various parameter values on the four datasets.
is performance is somehow similar to the HUI-Miner and FHM algorithms, except for the retail dataset. is result is reasonable because the series HIMU algorithms are MIU-tree-based algorithms; they can fast-span the MIU-tree without candidate generation, and the unpromising itemsets can be easily pruned. Furthermore, the utility-list structure is designed as a vertical compact structure to store the necessary information. Less memory is thus consumed. e HIMU EU C P algorithm consumes slightly more memory than the baseline HIMU algorithm because it stores information about the co-occurrence of 2-itemsets in an additional data structure.
Owing to the fact that a depth-rst search mechanism is used to explore the MIU-tree, the utility-list structures of the promising itemsets are built during the mining process. us, the "mining during constructing property" can greatly reduce the memory consumption, and it does not need to explore the entire search space to generate all candidates. anks to the advantages provided by the vertical utility-list structure, the proposed four HIMU algorithms are more e cient to use to discover the HUIs. Hence, the memory consumption of the MIU-tree-based algorithms signi cantly outperform those of the HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms.
Scalability Analysis
We compared the scalability of the proposed algorithms and other compared algorithms under varied dataset sizes, T10I4N4KD|X |K, in terms of runtime, memory usage, the number of generated HUIs and HTWUIs, and the number of visited nodes in MIU-tree. e variable K indicates the dataset size from 100(K) to 500(K), in increments 100(K) each time. When the GLMU was set to 1,000,000 and β was varied from 1,000 to 10,000, the results of the compared algorithms are shown in Fig. 11 . e details of each type of analysis follow. (1) Runtime analysis. From Fig. 11(a) , it is evident that all of the compared algorithms scale well along with increasing dataset size. When the dataset size increases, the gap between the proposed algorithms and other compared algorithms increases in terms of execution time and memory consumption. Hence, the powerful pruning strategies of the developed HIMU algorithm showed be er results compared with the previous algorithms for larger dataset sizes.
(2) Memory usage analysis. From Fig. 11(b) , it can be noted that the proposed two algorithms with di erent pruning strategies always consume less memory than the compared algorithms on all datasets. As mentioned before, the advantages of the proposed MIU-tree-based algorithms are that they can easily maintain the necessary information by constructing a series of utility-list structures. Without multiple database scans and a generate-andtest approach of candidates, the memory cost can be greatly reduced. In addition, with the e ect of the developed pruning strategies, less memory consumption can thus be obtained. e EUCS was also further designed as an additional structure to keep the TWU value of 2-itemsets with light memory usage. Hence, the HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms consume li le more memory than the baseline HIMU algorithm.
(3) Pa erns analysis for HTWUIs and HUIs. From Fig. 11(c) , it is also evident that the number of discovered HUIs is quite less than that of the HTWUIs derived by the HUI-MMU algorithm. Moreover, the larger the dataset size, the larger the gap between the number of HTWUIs and HUIs. us, the previous level-wise mining approaches perform worse than the utility-list-based HIMU model in the scalability test.
From these experiments, we nd that the proposed improved HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms outperform the baseline HIMU algorithm, as well as the state-of-the-art HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms, in terms of runtime, memory usage, and number of HUIs, along with the increase of dataset size. Moreover, the improved algorithms are faster than the baseline algorithm, with lighter memory usage as well.
CONCLUSION
Consumer behavior plays a very important role in economics and targeted marketing. However, understanding economic consumer behavior is quite challenging. Moreover, in some real-world applications, some items have hierarchies and unit contributed utility can di er. In this paper, we designed a novel set-enumeration tree-based algorithm named HIMU to discover high-utility itemsets with multiple minimum utility thresholds. is is the rst work, to our knowledge, to propose e cient one-phase algorithms to address the HUI-MMU problem. A compact multiple item utility set-enumeration tree (MIU-tree) is designed for directly mining HUIs by spanning the MIU-tree without a generation-and-test approach. In addition, we propose the global and conditional downward closure (GDC and CDC) properties to guarantee global and partial anti-monotonicity for HUIs. e necessary information of itemsets from the processed databases can be easily obtained from a series of compact utility-list structures of their pre x itemsets in the designed MIU-tree. e HIMU algorithm thus can directly discover the HUIs without candidate generation or multiple database scans. Moreover, two enhanced EUCP and LAP pruning strategies are applied in the improved HIMU EU C P , HIMU LAP , and HIMU ELP algorithms, thus speeding up the mining performance.
From experiments conducted on both real-life and synthetic datasets, it can be observed that the four proposed algorithms have be er performance in revealing the meaningful HUIs from the databases with multiple minimum utility thresholds and that they not only avoid the "rare item problem" that easily occurs in the traditional HUIM algorithms but also are more e cient than the state-of-the-art HUI-MMU and HUI-MMU T I D algorithms in terms of runtime, memory usage, and scalability.
